Abstract. In order to improve the analysis precision of muscle reaction speed in the free fight training process, this paper puts forward a new 3D image new analytic method. This method uses the relation matrix to establish analytical mathematical model of two continuous actions and obtains the logic relation path, which greatly improves the efficiency and quality of 3D image analysis. In order to verify the effectiveness and the reliability of the algorithm, this paper uses MyoResearch XP software, which has the most complete EMG and biomechanical transducer currently, to test the free fight body movement speed and the biomechanical. By testing the optimization parameters of free fight body movement speed and the biomechanical are obtained, which provides a new computer method for free fight body movement image analysis.
Introduction
In the fields of sports, free fight has characteristics of high resistance and openness. In free fight movement process, limb movement reaction speed is an important index to measure a player. Limb movement reaction speed refers to the speed of from accept stimulus to making reaction. In free fight competition process, the key of outcome is the player reaction speed; therefore the body movement reaction speed becomes the most concerned problem of athletes, coaches and scientific research workers [1] [2] [3] . This study uses the 3D image analysis technology to analyze the free fight training body movements. The basic process is as shown in Figure 1 .
Analysis of free fight techniques
3D image analysis
The relationship matrix
The special physical quality Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the free fight movement analysis. From the chart, it can be seen, based on the image analysis, the free fight movement training process can obtain the muscle reaction speed and the biology explosive force [4] [5] [6] . Through the training, two parameters are optimized, finally the new reaction speed and biological explosive force are obtained. 
Mathematics Model and Algorithm Design of Body Movement Image 3D Analysis
In order to study the continuity motion speed and biomechanics of free fight 3D image, it needs to establish a 3D analytical mathematical model [7] [8] [9] . Firstly assuming continuous variable of two free fight movements
. R is the relationship from S to G . Firstly it needs to introduce the relation matrix.
(2) If there is:
(3) The continuity image relation of K is as shown in Figure 2 . (4) Through the analysis of continuous actions image signal, it can judge on the semi group
, and
can be called executable matrix of D .
According to the mathematical model of three dimensional image analysis algorithms, we can use the VC++ program to carry on the algorithm programming, in which the main algorithms are as follows:
f=edge(handles.img,'canny'); imshow(f); handles.img=f; guidata(hObject,handles); g=fftshift(g); Figure 3 shows the EMG software MyoResearch XP with professional equipment. The software is the most complete EMG and biomechanical transducer software currently on the market [10] . The software can do the analytic design of 3D motion [11] [12] . The movement decomposition process is as shown in Figure 4 . Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of EMG image analysis process Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of 3D motion analysis process. Different from the general software, it has many tools suitable for complex science research. The more important is it has numerous reports to be called for users [13, 14] . The software has high intelligent degree, and it can show what kinds of data to collect, how to deal with and analyze the calculation etc.. Figure 6 represents a group of martial arts action image in this paper. The image is divided into 8 movements, each motion has 3D move, and 8 moves are coherent [15, 16] . Through repeated training, the variation curve of the reaction time is obtained, as shown in Figure 7 . Fig.7 : Training number response curve changing with time Figure 7 shows the training number response curve changing with time. From the chart, it can be seen, with the increase of training times, the reaction time of limb movement is more and more short, reaction action is more and more quickly [17, 18] . When reaching to the sixth time, the reaction time has been gradually stabilized. Figure 8 represents biological explosive force curve changing with the training number. From the chart it can be seen, with the increase of training times, body movements explosive force is more and more big [19, 20] . When reaching the fifth times, the explosive force is stabilized. And the explosive force and reaction time is basically collaborative, which achieves good optimization effect of free fight techniques.
Summary
On the basis of relationship matrix and logical path mathematical model, this paper proposes a new 3D image analysis method, and this method can do EMG analysis on free fight body movement reaction speed and explosive force, which improves the precision of image analysis. In order to verify the effectiveness and the reliability of the algorithm, this paper uses MyoResearch XP to test and analyze the EMG. Through the analysis of free fight techniques reaction speed and biological explosive force, this paper obtains the synergy curve of physical reaction speed and explosive force, which provides the theory reference for the study of EMG image analysis technology.
